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Volume 7,Number 3 STUDENT NEWSPAPER OF TIlE NATIONAL LAW CENTER
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY September 30,1975
D.C. To Decide On Pot Laws
with a citation rather than an
arrest.
The bill, sponsored by Coun-
cilman David A. Clarke, is
modeled after the law first put
into effect by Oregon in 1973. In
the past year, California, Color-
ado, Maine, and Ohio have
decriminalized pot; and the
Alaskan Supreme Court has
declared the state'sprohibiton
The D.C City Council will against possession to be uncon- The D.C. Medical Society and
decide next week whether to stitutional. Dr. Robert DuPont, former
continue the criminal sanctions head of the White House Special
against the possession of mari- The proposed change in the Action Office for Drug Abuse
juana, or to ~-adopt a civil D.C. marijiJanaJaws has elicited Prevention (SAODAP), told the
violation approach instead. The widespread support in legal,- City Council that deterrence
Council will vote Tuesday, Oc- medical, and judicial circles. from marijuana use could be
tober 7, on Bill #1-44, a proposal D.C. Superior Court Chief Judge had by society at a lesser cost
to treat minor marijuana of- Harold L. Greene, in testimony than' criminal penaIti~s., '
fenses-private possession, use, before the City Council, urged The Council also heard from
and transfer of small amounts passage of the bill in order to Robert Carr, of the Drug Abuse Dr. Robert DuPont, former head SAODAP.Photo by Larry Schott.
without profit-as civil viola- . free the courts for more impor- council, Dr. Dorothy Whipple, a 'ization for the Reform of posed change would bedamag-
tions. Possession of 'up to one tant matters. The drain on 70-year-old practicingpediatri- Marijuana Laws (NORML). ing to community mo..rals.They
ounce of marijuana, for ex- judicial'-time was also cited to cianwho supports the bill, and",' The Washington Post and the appeared before the City Coun- , .'
ample, would be punishable by a theCouncHby D.c:. ~iiperio~.: R:Keitlt ,Stroup:, :ExecutivC:,.~<;~~s~n~~on~~ar)~a~~ b~t~!a.~~n ..-~cil,~?,.~afll:.J m ll!~~;c~~llii~
roa~~~~I~:~~~fureed ~OO~~~~9~~~~~"~~~~~~~fuffi~i~~~~'~~ .I~
Srud e' rit BarPresid~nt'~ 'Re-p' or-t .~;J".,!';;h~~~e:~~:::·t::::,~~~n';t~~~·:;,.~~::;·
coalition of Baptl~t mirusters led Strou Es., of NORML, In anby Rev. Andrew Rowler. The p, q
clergymen argue that the pro- Please turn to p. 2, col. 2
- Bill #1-44, currently before the D.C. City Council, would,
remove criminal penalties for possession of up to one ounce of
marijuana and substitute a. m~ximum .civ!lfine. of. $100.
Ifyou plan to live or practtce In the District, this bill concerns
you. The Advocate urges NLC students to write th~ Ch~ir~an of
the City Council. Sterling Tucker, and express their opmions on
th,e bill. The Council will vote !u~sday, .O~tober 7. Address: I
D.C. City Council, Room 527, district Building, 14th & E Sts.,
NW, Washington. D.C. 20004. .
Last year, more than 2,400
people acquired a criminal
arrest record in the District of
Columbia' for possession of an
ounce 01' less of marijuana. Each
of those poeple was faced with
the possibility of spending up to
a year incarcerated at Lorton
Reformatory if convicted of the
crime.
Pat Horton, Esq., the District
Attorney of Lane, County
(Eugene), Oregon.. and Richard
Bonnie, professor of Law at the
University of Virginia and form-
er Assistant Director of the
National Commission on Mari-
juana and Drug Abuse, present-
ed the legal arguments for
decriminalizatio~.
by Roy Baldwin '
Special Elections Elections
Commissioner "Dora Flores has
announced that several positions
on the SBA -wiII be filled at the
Special Election in Octo~er. The
bulk of these vacancies are
positions that are filled from the
First Year sections, both Day
and Night.
If you're a first year student
you can become a candidate for
the seat to be filled from your
section by applying at the SBA
Office, lOlA Bacon Hall. As you
can see from the stories on these'
pages, the SBA is responsible, in
one way or another, for nearly
every significant program put on
by the students ~t the NLC. The
most recent example is the First
Year Exam Techniques Semi-
nars (FETS) Program, explained
further on in this column.
You've got ideas, even if
you're a first year student, about
things that should be done t~
improve this school, and If
you're willing to make a small
sacrifice of your time ;ind energy
to run for an SBA selif;you'l1 be
in a position to see that those
improvements get made.
The 'SBA can be a very
rewarding experience if you're
the kind of person that cares
enough to stand up for your
interests and the rights of your
fellow students.
Introducing FETS . which
,stands for First-year Exam
Techniques Seminars. " The
FETS Program, to be quite
frank, -is designed to help first
year students get better grades
on their upcoming finals.
Under the Program, small
groups of first year students (no
more than ten to a group), who
aretaking a course in the same
section, will meet under the
leadership of, an upperclass
students who has taken the
course before from the same
professor.
After an initial orientation
meeting for all participants in
the program, the seminars will
meet several times, for a total of
about five hours for each group.
A classroom atmosphere will be
avoided. The seminar leaders
won't be there to teach, but
rather to give the seminar
participants the practical benefit
of their experience with the
pre ssor's exam. ,
Seminars will go over past
exams and model answers pre-
pared by the professor or by the
seminar leader where the-profes-
sor does not post model, an-
swers. For other past exams the
seminars will discuss outline
answers prepared by the seminar
leaders. '
Most importantly, the semi-
nar participants will discuss and
critique answers they have pre-
pared themselves. The aim is for
everyone who particpates in a
. Please turn to p. 2, col. 3
p'eggyBlauner.,CbasCadwell,race winners, doing warmups,
Canoe Champs ...see page 8
'Curriculum
Meeting Planned
The new SBA Curriculum Committee will hold an open me~ting
Tuesday, September 30 for all interested students. T~e com~lltt~e
will meet at7:45 pm in the New Student Lounge to begin defining Its
plans and priorities for this academic year.
Chaired by Pat Gauvey, the group focuses on student ~oncerns
regarding substantive curriculum issues and cou~se scheduhng: The
immediate target for attention is the faculty currtculu~ commltt,ee,
with which the SI!A. group will seek an effective working
relationship. . .
Although the Committee is still evolving Its program several
perennial student problems have already been pinpointed. Notable
among these are the following: ,courses closed out so often. thai
additional sections or more frequent offering seem justified; very
Pleaseturn to p. 2, cot. 2
SBA Election Set
Student Bar Association (SBA) elections fo~ 5 first year
1 representatives C3-daysection, 2-night section~ WIll be h~ld on
'October 10. Those students interested in runnmg must sign up
by Friday, October 3 at 5 p.m. in the SBA office, Bacon Hall.
2-The ADVOCATE
First Year Exam
Seminar Series
Vowing that this is the year
SBA starts doing something to
help First Year students with
their final exams, SBA President
Roy Baldwin inaugurated the
First Year Exare-. Techniques
Seminar Program (FETS). Un-
der FETS, groups of up to ten
First Year students in the same
section of a course-will meet ;ith
an upperclass student who has
passed the final exam for the
course under the same professor.
The 'group sessions, intended to
improve writing ability on tests,
are the brainchild of an SBA
committee composed of Bald-
win; Linda Nussbaum, "77 Day
Representative; and David Lee.
Baldwin commented that "As
far as we know, the program is
unique among law schools in
this country."
Lee stressed that the program
is not a remedial kind of thing.
"We think joining these semi-
nars will improve the perform-
ance- of just about anybody who
takes advantage of them," Lee
continued. The program is open
to any first year student, subject
only to the number of upperclass
students who sign up to be
seminar leaders. Each seminar is
scheduled to meet for a mini-
mum of five hours, but each
group can- choose to meet
beyond the five hour minimum if
it chooses. .
model answer proposals have
received overwhelming support
in student referenda and in the
SBA Assembly, only to perish
before a faculty committee
adamant in its refusal to estab-
lish a policy of posting models.
"One of the main, reasons why
we wanted model answers," said
Baldwin, "was to give students
something to study from for the
following exam. After the faculty
said "No." the second time, one
professor suggested that if SBA
was really serious about helping
students study for exams we
could have upperclass students
make up model answers to
finals, . rather than requiring
professors to do so.
"It suddenly occurred to us on
the committee that SBA has the
power to. do much of what we
want done without asking the
faculty's permission. We realiz-
ed that the SBA has a broader
obligation to the students-that
we should stop bringing these
proposals to the faculty and start
coming up wtih programs of our
own."
FETS is still very much in the
experimental stage. "If lots of
people like the idea, we'll
continue it," Nussbaum con-
cluded. "If no one signs up for
it, we'll try something elsevThe
important thing is that for the
first time at NLC, students have
decided -.to stop crying to the
faculty and to start doing
something about their prob-
lems;" ,
.SBA Budget Defended
Continued from page one, col. 3
seminar 'to' gain' that all-
important law school" skill-the
ability to write a good law exam.
If you want to get involved in
FETS, register at the SBA Office
before Oct. 7,1975.
A special appeal to upperclass
Membership in each session
will be limited to ten so that the
groups may do the kinds of
things that can't be accomplish-
ed in class review sessions. The CO' U' . rsesAnalyzedgroups will be able to talk
through one or more past exams,
write answers to each question , Continued from page one
and discuss individual ap- 'limited course offerings for the evening division; and exam
proaches and problems with a scheduling that discriminates against night students. If the energy
person who has been through and determination of the committee is any indication, these
the course before. The SBA' problems may be solved.before next fall.
suggests that seminar leaders Students interested in joining the fray should attend Tuesday's
have a minimum grade of 75 in session or call Ms. Gauveyat 683-2455 in the late evening.
the course for which they wish to
lead a seminar. First Year
students should register at the
SBA office, Bacon lOlA, before
October 7. Applicants for sem-
inar leader positions should
,apply before October 6.
Motivation for the program
stemmed from the SBA's long
and unsuccessful battle to re-
quire professors to post model
answers to their exam questions.
Twice in the last two years SBA
Mar ijuanaBifl
Continued from page one, col. 5 "D.C,Js at a crossroads. If the
interview with The Advocate marijuana laws aren't changed
Stroup said, "I'm optimistic now, it's going to be a long time
about the chances for passage of, before the matter is considered
the new law. The only real again."
problem I can foresee is if the "it's crucial that District
opposition becomes so vocal it residents write their council-
frightens off support for the people to demonsti ate their
change. support of decriminali!.ation."
WANTED: Responsible, respected
senior law students, day & night
schools, for ba; review represen-
tatiVes. Potentially lucrative. Call
COLLECT -MARYLAND BAR
REVIEW COURSE, INC.-(301)
875-2472.
students-.-I know thafnobody ",The. resolution, .offered by
~t~~n~~C:~:~~~:~~S~~::~t~~\~: ':~~~r~'FJ~~es,i:~~~~~~;en;e :~~.
be a seminar leader. Think how insulting acts by national LSD "
much you would have benefitted
if when you were going through
your first semester an upperclass
student had sat down with you
for a couple of hours and helped
you out with-your exams. It's not
any different this year. You
could make life a lot easier for
ten worthy people, and it wOli't
take all that much of your time.
Of course, the first year
students aren't going to receive
all the .benefits, By leading a
seminar in Contracts, for in-
stance, you'll be going over the
kind of basic concepts that will
help you out in your finals for
Government Contracts or Reme-
dies. In the same way, leading a
seminar in Criminal Law will
help in your Advanced .Crim 0
final, and Torts will be of assis-
tance in all 'kinds of upperclass
courses.
officers toward Americans of
Spanish descent. At the Mon-
treal ABA convention' awards
banquet one of LSD's officers
made a remark, which, in
essence, characterized Mexican-
American women as prostitutes.
That offended so many of the
delegates that a demand was
made that the officer apologize.
His apology became another
joke, which only made matters
worse. Now it appears that the
national board of LSD has
gotten into the act, by refusing
to ratify a resolution passed by
the delegates in Montreal re-
quiring a good faith apology.
This SBA has more important
things to do than to try and deal
with an organization whose
national officers have shown
such disrespect for an entire
class of people. If the LSD can
deliver a convincing apology to
La Raza, the national associa-
tion of Latino law students, we'll
renew our ties with LSD.
The point is that it's time that
we students started cooperating
with each other. Hopefully these
seminars will start a tradition so
that this-year's first year seminar Budgets and More Budgets
participants will become next and only so much SBA money to
year's grqup leaders. Now that go around. The SBA has
you're all motivated to be a approved budget allocations for.
group leader, why not drop by the dozen organizations that rely
the SBA Office and pick up an on SBA funds for support. The
application form? You have organizations were treated 'with:============., until Oct. 6. true democracy-everybody's
Photocopies 5$ ABA/LSD on Probadon. The '. budget request was slashed.
Ph t . 5- ~BA Assembly passeda resolu- The basic problem is thato ocoples ~ tion Thursday evening to place student organizations came up
the Law Student Division of the with more thanS7 000 worth of
ABA on "probation" for one- '
,--_In_f_o_D_es_k_M_a_r_v_in_C_e_n_t_er':''''-_
1
y ar. Please tum to p. 3, col. 2
Personal Problems?
Perhaps We Can HELP
Individual counseiing/therapy Programson: HumanSexuality
Group counseling/therapy AssertivenessTraining
Vocational counseling Anxiety Management
CouplesCommunication
The George' Washington University Counseling Center
718 21st si., N.W.-Building 'N' '
Tel. 676-6550
Walk-in service 9-4:30. Mon. thru Thurs.
~ 1-4:30. Friday
5.~~~~~~c~o~u~n~se~/i~ng~Se~rv~ice~s~a~~e~a~/W~a~y~s~co n fl~'d~en~t~ia~'~~~ ~~
SBA Committee Positions
Positions on all committees o(
the Student Bar Association are
"open and ready to be filled"
according.to SBA President
Roy Baldwin.
The SBAsupervises almost a
dozen student committees
which deal with subjects rangin~--
from Library and Grade reform
to Sports and social events to
National Law Center representa-
tion in the ABA Law Student
_Division. In addition, SBA
executives must appoint stu-
dents to sit on nearly every
faculty commitee, including the
Scholarship, Curriculum, and
Ceremonies and Awards Com-
cittees.
Baldwin stressed the import-
ance of the committees to the
student body.' "Almost all the
really creative work of the SBA
is done through the committee
structure", he indicated. "If we
students want to change the way
something is done around here,
about the only way the faculty or
the deans will listen is if the idea
is presented to them through the
appropriate SBA committee."
"I know there are plenty of
angry students at this law
school", Baldwin concluded. "If
you're angry about the way this
school runs something, the only
way you'll see it changed is by
volunteering to work on an SBA
committee."
In addition to the empty
committee seats, vacancies exist
at the chairperson level in most
committees: "Serving as a com-
mittee chairperson is a great
opportunity for somebody' who
likes to raise hell," Baldwin
observed. "Once you're appoint
ed you can pretty much run the
committee any way you please,
as' long as you get something
done."
The SBA student and faculty
committees open are:
SBA:
-Physical Facilities; Library;
Social; Orientation; Book Ex-
change; Elections; Course Eval-
uation; Law Student Division,
American Bar Association;
Speakers; Commencement; and
Grade Reform.
Faculty:
Admissions; Scholarships;
Clinical Projects; Ceremonies
and Awards; Appointments; Li-
brary; and Curriculum.
Volunteers for all committees
should contact the SBA, Bacon
Hall Room'lOlA, 676-7150.
Presiden t Reports
Continued from page two, col. 5
good ideas for programs for the
coming year, but SBA only has
$3,000 to give out. Out of our
$7,500 budget 'we have reserved
$2,000 for salaries for our office
staff (without whose labors we
could not maintain a function-
ing business office to take care
of your needs), and $1,500 for
SBA committee projects (such as
printing a Student Telephone
Directory, purchasing new car-
pets and paint for the Student
Lounges, printing the Faculty
Evaluations, putting on student
FaclStudent Coffee
Free coffee and doughnuts will be available each, Tuesday
morning in the Bacon Lounge, 9:30-' 1:30 a.m., to) encourage
informal contact between students and professors. The program,
- sponsored by the Student Faculty Committee on Ceremonies,
Activities and Awards, was announced Friday by Professor Russell
Stevenson. Mr. Stevenson pointed out that the faculty-student
interaction underlying the Tuesday receptions is also the prevailing
theme in future Committee projects such as Friday evening parties
and student-faculty softball or football. Anyone who would like to
help faculty and students meet more outside of class should speak to
Professors Stevenson, Schwartz, Rothschild or Robinson. Students
on the Committee are Judy Jurin '77, Cal Steinmetz '77 and Stan
Edelstein '77. .
PhiAlphaDelta
The John Jay Chapter of Phi cited the legal knowledge he
Alpha Delta Legal Fraternity at acquired as well as contacts he
George Washington Law School has made with members of the
recently sponsored the first bar. .
lecture in its guest speaker Phi Alpha Delta is an inter-
series. Mr. Wayne Matelski, a national legal fraternity with
1974 graduate of the Law over 145 chapters in the United
School, gave an informal talk on States, Canada and Puerto Rico.
"The Hows and Whys ofJudicial / Membership in the fraternity is
Clerkships." Mr. Matelski is open to all students at the Law
presently law clerk to Judge J. School, and the Chapter is
Walter Yeagley of the District of currently seeking new members.
Columbia Court of Appeals. There is also - an alumni
Mr. Matelski described the chapter of the fraternity whose
process by which one obtains a members sponsor various pro-
judicial clerkship. He pointed grams throughout the year for
out that although the Law students of the Law School.
School has a clerkship commit- Twice each year the alumni
tee which screens applications chapter sponsors its "Inns of the
and forwards them to the courts Court" program in which local
designated by the applicant, it is attorneys address students of the
also possible to apply directly to law school on various topics of
the individual judges for a posi- interest. Last Spring, a program
tion, dealing with medical malprac-
Although much work is re- tice suits presented the viewsof a
quired of law clerks, plaintiff's attorney, as well as
Mr. Matelski said that the ex- those of an attorney representing
perience is a rewarding one. He insurance companies.
. ......:...
dances, parties, receptions, and
so forth, sponsoring sports e-
vents, paying phone bills, buying
paper and office supplies, and
about a million other worthwhile
projects).
In other words, Ross Delston
and I are not "thinking of
running off to Switzerland with
all this dough we're supposed to
be swimming in. Nobody is
happy with this predicament,
least of all the friendly folks on
the SBA Budget Committee who
have to say "no" so often when
they really want to say "yes."
I think every student organi-
zation whose budget fell before
our reluctantly-wielded axe .will
agree with the conclusion that
the NLC administration in gen-
eral, and Dean Kramer in
, particular, has a duty to apply
more funds to law school
organizations and less to the rest
of the University.
This column reports news which for reason of space limitations
cannot receive fuller coverage.
Th~ Law Student Division (LSD), through Circuit Governor
Dennis Manzanares, is distributing grant monies totalling $500 to
D.C. Area. !a~ schools whic~ organize projects involving other
schools. DIVISionRepresentatives are being funded $25 each plus
.$.25 per member at their institution. The NLC has approximately
200 LSD members. A Washington Area conference of LSD will be
held October 18 at Georgetown Law Center.
Pacem in Terris IV is scheduled December 1-4, in Washington,
D.C. Sponsored by The Fund for Peace and The Center for the
_S~udy of ~emocratic Institutions,_,it will bring together many
dlv~rgent. views oIl:the United States Foreign Policy to explore our
~atlOnal. interests rn the context of the new global setting and our
international relations; Discussions will center around the national
interest ofthe U.S., and the state ofthe World~
The 1976 Client Counselling Competition of the Law Student
Division (American Bar Association) will take place in March of next
year. The topic will be Contract Litigation and its Alternatives. The
Competition, intended to develop the legal skills involved in
counselling a client, is open to a pair of NLC students. Application
forms and the registration fee must be received by November 24.
. The ~~gram of Policy Sfudies in Science and Technology at GW
ISexamm~ng the legaland institutional implications of wind energy
conservation. The project has received a $152,000 grant from the
Offi.ce of A?vanced Productivity Research and Technology of the
!'Jattonal SCienceFoundation. Professor Louis H. Mayo of the NLC
IS the principal investigator.
Th~ C.LT. Financial Corporation has made a $10,000 grant to the
NLC m honor of Arthur L. B. Richardson, J.D. '39. Richardson is
Vice-P,:,esident, ~ecretary and General Counsel of the Corporation.
DrvElliott, !,resl~ent of George Washington University, announced
that the gift Will help create the S. Chesterfield Oppenheim
Endowment Chair in Antitmst and Trade Regulation Law.
Prof~s~or ~ppenheim taught 25 years at the NLC, before becoming
a Distinguished Scholar and Advisor. Richardson was one of
IOppenheim's students.
International Student ID Card
Eurailpass Britrail Pass'
RESERVATIONS
TICKETS
EVERYWHERE
Amtrak Air Steamship
MARVIN CENTER
CALL 659-2968
While you're studying, why
not keep some money
working for you? Passbook
savings accounts earn 5%%
interest per annum from date
of deposit to date of with-
drawal. No time limit!
Certificates (3 months to
72 months) earn from 53/4%
to 7314% per annum.
Substantial interest penalty
for early withdrawal is
required by federal
regulations.
OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY
9 A.M.-5:30 P.M.
Savings and Loan Association of Washington
1900 Pennsylvania Ave" NW. USA-1935
'~
~
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Letter Policy
All persons are encouraged to voice their opinions through
Letters to t.heEditor on any subject treated by The Advocate, or
of general mterest to the ~awschool or legal community-at-large.
Lett~rs must be typed m double space and must be signed by
the writer.
T~e A.dv?ca~e reserves the right to edit letters to conform to
,spabal hmltatlons. Writers will be contacted should editing'
become necessary., . ;
, Letters ~ust be received byS p.m. Friday for publication in I
the followmg Tuesday paper. They should be deposited at The'
Advocate office-Room 11, Bacon-or mailed to: The Advocate'
2000 H St., NW. Washington, D.C. 20006. '
I
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Letters to the Editor
Library Budget •In Perspective
"
deprive many law students ~f states and several United States
tunds needed to pursue their ,statutory compilations, admin-
law studies. The plan was istrative codes, the Federal
dropped. The point is that much Register, Congressional Record,
of the wage drain on the law some two-score looseleaf serv-
library's budget is student- ices-need I go on? Our book
generated and'redounds to the and periodical budget, on a
direct benefit of many students per-student basis, for 1974-75,
who otherwise could, not remain was undoubtedly the lowest of
in law 'school. any law school library in the
In absolute terms, the collec- United States, bar none. (Byway
tions of our Law Library com- of explanation, in compiling
pare favorably with those of the comparative law book budgets
other law school libraries in of law school libraries for the
Washington, D.C. Our coUec-, American Bar Assocation and
tion of monographs and treat- Association of American Law
ises, our legal periodical collec- Schools, no distinction is made
tion, and our' coverage of the between day and night, or
output of the Congress (especial- full-time and part-time students.
ly since 1970) have few equals This would seem to penalize law
and no superiors in the law schools with a sizeable number
schools of this area. We are the of evening students. However,
only local law school library to schools in this category, such as
maintain regularly a collection Georgetown and New York
Of United Nations publications. University, have successfully
We have full coverage on surmounted this statistical
'microform of the records and handicap and spend respectable
'briefs of every case brought to sums per student on library
the U.S. Supreme Court since books-c-all, that is, but George
1962, and a splendid depository Washington). The latest com-
collection of records and briefs parable figures, for 1973-74,
of the U.S. Court of Customs show Georgetown spending
and' Patent Appeals, equal to $138.00 per student. and New
that ofthe court itself. I could go York University spending $75.00
on. But our position is now in per student; that year George
danger. Washington .was shown with
Why in danger? Last fiscal $65.00 per .student, a figure
year 0974-1975) we were' al-' ' which ~·has,;'now.c'dropped ",to
-.Iocated only about $93,082.00 $55:25 per student in the face 6f
from all sources (appropria- double-digit inflation.
tions, gift funds, endowment Until and unless GW sees fit
funds, and environmental grant to give a higher budget priority
funds) to buy books and pay for to its law school library. we will
microforms, subscriptions. have to prune back some costly
looseleafs, and all the other looseleaf services. some extra
material we need. This comes journal subscriptions. some peri-
out to about $55.25 for each pheral but helpful "enrichment"
student in our enrollment of material in areas not strictly law,
- J685 (asof fall J974).lfyou have and the like. Our accreditation
purchased new casebooks re- is not in danger; students and
cently, you will find that this faculty will continue to have the
sum would enable a student to basics they require. but our
buy about three new casebooks. quest for excellence and our
Out of this ~93.000 we must "cut above the average" posture
subscribe to about 1050 legal will suffer grievously unless a
periodicals and law reviews. fiscal transfusion is administer-
maintain four to five sets of the ed.
National Reporter System, keep Professor Hugh Y. Bemard.
up the annotated statutes of 50 Law Librarian
Sad Saga of the Circle:
Like most first-year students,
when I entered law school I was
very apprehensive. I wasn't
afraid of the professors for I was
unashamed of my legal ignor--
ance. Nor. was I wary of my
fellow grade grinders for I had
my fill of grades in college.
Rather, I was afraid I would
hate law school, that I would
find it boring and unchat-·
lenging, And, above all, I
feared I would lose tny per-
spective .
Itwasn't long before I felt like
a wheel in a rut. Every day I
followed the same routine, saw
the same, people, the same
professors and the same rooms.
Budgeting Priorities
The one thing sadder than apathy toward the' Student Bar
Association (SBA) and affiliated organizations is the quantity To the Editor:
of money squandered as a result. Never has this been plainer A reading of the Law Library
, than at the SBA budget confirmation last week. Student Bar budger figures presented in the
Representatives, themselves elected by fewer than 11% of Sept. 16Advocate gives a picture
NLC students, doled out $5,000 with 38% of that going to the of an over-compensated staff
Student Bar Association. ' _ presiding over a deficient, clut-
tured library with few books and
-Certain factors suggest it is egregious for the Student Bar a low book budget. The book
Association to allocate so much money to' itself; or, budget is excessivelylow, but the
alternatively for the Circle to receive so little, and the Phi staff is not overpaid. There are
Alpha Delta Legal Fraternity none at all. (See column by twelve full-time persons on the
Doug Watts, elsewhere on this page). If the primary criterion ' staff of the Law Library, sharing
for funding is indeed an organization's appeal to a large a salary budget of $120,273.78
number of students, as the Budget Committee claims, then for fiscal 1974-~975. This aver-,
how can that committee treat so lightly. a petition signed by ages out toa httle more than
four hundred NLC students supporting a literary magazine? $1,0,000 per. staff membe~, ce.r-
And how can that committee in all conscience deny funding to t~Inly not high co~pensatlon 10
. I d : f . I .. f d h high-cost WashIngton, D.~.
a ~ocia ~npro essiona organization 0 .stu ents on t ; ,Four of these staff members are
rationale that suc~ a group has never been funde~ beforef professional level (having de-
Th~ bu~get session atte!"pted by a. rule. of the chair to deny grees or certification as graduate
organization representatives a VOIce ID the debate on law librarians); two are attorneys
allocations. Where some groups are trimmed down or refused and three have master's degrees
support outright by an SBA whose constituency could barely or the equivalent in librarian-
fill a classroom, and then those groups are refused the ship. One other full-time staff
opprotunity to argue before the SBA assembly, inequity is member .is .sub-professional lib-
compounded by iniquity. This is the same SBA that increased rar~ specialist, and o~her per~on-
locker revenues, purportedly to have more money available' for ?e1 Include peopl~ ~llghlys~lll~d
student programs. Yet the SBA' has never published its In several s~eclahtJes (periodic-
ex enditures. als and sen~ls, the refer~nce
p . . desk, processIng and cataloging,
~Il of WhI~h d?es. not condemn the SBA alone. T~ey. do and ordering and acquisitions).
their best WIth limited resources, and even more limited The staff certainly is not over-
student input. But some resources are less limited than others. paid for what is delivered in
If the SBA keeps over $3500 to itself, who is there to service. _
complain? Certainly not SBA (over a third of the budget), or Moreover, part of the person-
BA,LSA (nearly ~ fifth), or the totally disinterested student nel budget consists of some
body. Why, the vast percentage of students here don't even $36,000.00 in wages plus about
bother to vote in an election, much less participate in any of $14,000.00 of work-study grant
those groups. ,money, totalling about
, The only people that complained about the budget received $50,000.00, all of~hi~h goes to
6% or less of monies allocated Yet th Ci l hi h i f GW students (principally law. .' . e .,rc e, w IC IS one 0 students) who serve the libra
those, had more signatortes supporting It than ever voted for part-time A oodl rti ryfthe SBA. . . g y po Ion 0
this goes to pay people to shelve
and reshelve books in the
reading room, because we have
found (as most law schools have
found) that law students will not
for the most part voluntarily
reshelve their used books. A
move initiated in 1969 by this
writer to substitute. non-student
University uniformed guards to
preside at the lobby desks aijd
exit points, was, met with a
,chorus of agonized protest from
students who contended that the
use of such personnel would'
Sebastian Graber
While some of the reading was
interesting (but far from Spock's
"Fascinating"), most of it was
grueling. In the classroom I
often found myself wandering in
thought unrelated to the "rea.
sonable man." With a few
exceptions, my professors were
substantially uninterested in the
students as persons and most
professors held themselves at a
safe .a~d formal distance. The
legahstlc formalism was. h sopervasive t at I realized I knew
more people by their last name
than by their first.
The routine, the boredom and
th~ total absence of a stimu-
latIng, creative environment _
nearly drove me nuts. For a long
time I was quite depressed and
had to expend considerable
effort merely to stumble through
the day. Then I asked myself:
What really is lacking in this
school? And I knew: activity,
politics, art--verily, life itself.
Rather than merely bitch
about it I decided to do
something about it. Immedi-
ately I realized that the school
needed something fresh and
stimulating·-a free press. An
open forum of expression con·
cerned with the great scheme of
things and capable of being
humorous, ironic, serious and
Please turn to p. 5, col. 1
_--_X .. _- _ ,._ __.._.._ -._-.,,-__-..- - - __. _._~._._.1111!_ .- .. ..........,. ~ .. ~ __ ~~. -
"Kiss of Death'"
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Doug Watts
SBA:Charity Begins At Horne
The Silly Bar Association the amount allotted by.the SBA. to most groups was negligible.
(SBA) has just completed its Students can consult these The biggest expansion in spend-
annual budget pageant, an af- charts and discover exactly how ing of student money appears to
fair which determines how 17500 their dollars are being spent. be the $2000 allocated by the
dollars in student money will be WelL .. almost, anyway. SBA to itself for an office'
spent during this school year. There is one conspicuous manager and accountant.
Thirteen student organiza- omission from the budget break- I was impressed by the mag-
tions came humbly before Vice- down the SBA itself. Although nanimous gesture of the SBA
. president Ross Delston and his the other student organizations officers when they refused to
budget committee to offer rea- must have .their financial con- draw $700 in stipends that had
sons why they should get a sum cerns made public, nowhere been allotted to them. Roy
of money that is probably a little does the SBA offer a complete Baldwin said:
more than they can' actually use. explanation. It is only by infer- ... (W)e started looking for
Then Ross and his outfit retired ence from the scanty· bits of ways to increase the SBA bud-
to decide on reasons why each information which dribble out of get and cut expenses, so that
group' should get a sum of their office that students can we could afford to do all the
moneythat is probably a little determine how the SBA spends things that need to be done
less than they actually need. money on itself. this year.
The SBA, after ratifying the The SBA started the year with As a first step the execu-
allocations proposed by Delston, $5000 in student money pro- tives- Ross, Tom, and myself,
published a couple of charts vided through the Dean's Office. elected not to collect the' sal-
which explain where the money . They collected another $2500 by aries due to tis. This saved
is going to go. The funding renting lockers to students at six $700, and although it was a
requests of each organization dollars a shot, selling student considerable monetary saeri-
are laid out by categories of names to mailing lists, and fice, we all felt it was in the
expenditure. Right next to the assorted other activities. Then, best interest of the SBA to
amount sought by each group is with that $7500 total, the SBA make that sacrifice.
skimmed a cool $3500 off the Surely, I thought, we are blessed
top, or 47%.' They apparently with noble leaders. Then I
elected to retain another .$1000 started doing a little research
to be doled out during the year about that-$700. Evidently, past
on a contingency basis; leaving presidents of the SBA have
effect". When it is so difficult roughly $3000 up for grabs found that, in order to .do a
to start something new the among student organizations. competent job in office, itwasnot
natural reaction is one of I was lulled into optimism by possible for them to be employed
frustration and disappointment. President Roy Baldwin's words at the same time. In response to
dow ironic that the student in the September 5th Advocate. that situation, the SijA voted a
government. rather than lending .. After enumerating the groups stipend to itsofficees, with the
aid and support in furtherance. funded through the Silly Bar specific understanding that
of "free., open, .. and ..robust"..; Association, Roy said: those people would not be able
debate instead is. nothing bura Thisyearyour SBA plans 'to to work.
expand all these programs Somehow, refusing a minimalgreat stumbling block. The ..and begin more, because we stipend while retaining a job
response of the Budget Com- are attempting to respond to diminishes" the "considerable
mittee was not "how can we help the many needs that law stu- monetary sacrifice". And, some-
you?"but"why do you need so dents have at the NLC that' how, turning in $700 while
.much money? Why do you have .have not been met by past paying out $2000 for perform-
to print so many issues?· Why SBA's. ance of the same duties fails to
can't you use your editorial However, after looking at the cut expenses.
discretion and reduce the paper budget figures, those programs It would seem to me that it is
in length? Why did you obtain won't be expanded much. Total time for the Silly Bar Associa-
only 388 signatures if there are funding for student organiza- tion to remember what it's there
1500 people in the law school?" tions has been increased by $77 for. Its obligation to the student
The underlying but unartieu- over last year. Six of the thirteen body has not been fulfilled. A
lated question is "Why don't you organizations funded will receive full explanation should be made
return to the ranks of your less money than in 1974. of how the SBA plans to spend
apathetic peers and quit badg- Although a couple or groups ocr money. And, like the other
ering us about freedom of the will have more cash this year- organizations in this school, the
press?" Lawyer's Guild picked up an SBA should make public its
extra $105 and the International expenditures of last year. It is
Law Society ante was raised time to put the Student back in
$165-the "expansion" increase the SBA.
SBA Gives Little. to Circle
Continued from page four, col. 5 student support. This was quite
artistic. A journal in which a task considering how paranoid
poetry and fiction, essay and law students are to sign their
satire would naturally blend. I names to anything. Nevertheless,
solicited the opinions of my we obtained 388 signatures, 248
friends and found enthusiastic more than .had voted in the
support for the idea. Few, election of the reigning student
however! thou~htanythinggovernment., . .. .: ,,,.
would come ~f iti~ut those who .' ; Last" ,*eek· I .'submitted my-
d,oubted were tho~e .who were proposed budgettotheSBA
either . totally ahenated and Budget Committee (Ross Del-
numbed by law school or those ston and Pat Gauvey), I asked
who had alread~ .been hope- for $388 for the entire year (one
lessly subsumed Into the legal sixth of one student's yearly
vortex. tuition). With this money (using
a mimeo-type p.ress that prints
almost as well as offset) I could
print 1500 copies of a fifteen
page issue-six issues a school
year. That would make avail-
able one copy per enrolled
student. -
By continually harassing peo-
ple and employing threats only
friendship. confers, I collected
some very good material and
launched the first issue of Circle.
Limited by a maximum twenty
dollar allocation from the SBA I
had to use a ditto process and
could only publish 200 copies of
the first edition. Most people
who read the first issue enjoyed
it but had a difficult time
reading it because of the faint
print on many of the- pages. I
realized then that an unreadable
paper is fair neither to the
authors of the articles nor to the
readers. Finding a different
method of printing was imper-
ative.
I went to the next SBA
meeting and asked for more
money for a second issue. This
time I was alloted seventy dollars
and was able to publish 400
issues using offset printing. The
quality ofthe print was excellent
but the method was too expens-
ive to use on a regular basis.
Since the second Circle was
published near the end of the
school year, the question arose
whether we would continue
during the 1975-1976 school
year. We knew the SBA might
be reluctant to provide funding
on a continuing basis so we
decided to.circulate petitions .of
The SBA budget represent-
atives recommended' a $200
annual budget which was ap-
proved last Thursday night by
the elected assembly (although
three members were absent, a
legal quorum was present), I
was unable to attempt to
persuade the student represent-
atives to allot Circle moremoney,
since a ruling of the Chair
precluded discussion of the
budget save for objections of
excessive allocations to a given
group. In this undemocratic
manner the budget, based upon
the recommendations of two
people, was quickly passed as
presented with the exception of
BALSA (allotted one third of the
total) whose request is still under
consideration.
I fail to understand under
what authority these represent-
ativescan take our money and
decide, without public discus-
sion, which groups best serve the
. interests and needs of the entire
student body. The consequence
of such oligarchical action is likely
to be the proverbial "chilling
Well I, for one, will not give ..
up.
Distribution of SBA .Monies
Money
Requested/
Amount
Allocated
450/300
587/300
388/200
370/125
500/275
307/25
974/320
920/600
561/500
435/200
340/250
( )/1,905
Percentage of
Request
Received
67
51
52
34
55
8
33
65
89
46
74
()
Percentage of
the Total Allocation
of $5,000 Received
6
6
4
3
6
0.5
6
12
10
4
.. 5
38*
GROUPS
Women's Rights
La Raza
Circle
Law Spouses
Lawyers' Guild
LSD/ABA
BALSA (Regional)
BALSA (Local)
Van Vleck
Patent Law Assn.
International Law Assn.
Student Bar Association
(Unallocated Residue
of $5,000)
TOTAL . 7,006/5,000 N.A. 100
.-This percentage does not include SBA revenues from lockers (cir, $1,500), sale of student
addresses to mass mailers, book exchange commissions, etc.
'-The ADVOCATE
Coonskin: Adult Animation
by Ron Ostroff ,
"Coonskin" has been reported to be offensive
to blacks. But, that's not quite right. The film is
offensive to everyone ... unless you can look at
Ralph Bakshi's broadly drawn comic caricatures
and laugh at both black and white America.
Using both animation and live action, the
maker of "Fritz the Cat" and "Heavy Traffic"
has filled his latest cinematic venture with lots of,
killing and violence. Though Bakshi does find a
myriad' of ways to eliminate various characters,
the gushing blood and gore does seem a bit
excessive. '
Aside from the vivid red flashed on the screen
from time to time, "Coonskin" is an exhibition of
animation grown up,and gone wild. This is not the
material that cute Walt Disney classics were made
of. Bakshi 'animation takes real life and stretches
it into cartoon form.
The film is constructed as a story within a story.
On the periphery there is the. story .of two black
men-s-one young ana one old-tryjng to escape
from a Southern prison. In the heart of the movie
./ is the tale told by the older prisoner-the saga of -
black cartoon characters Brother Rabbit, Brother
Bear and Preacher Fox.
The trio gets kicked out of their home as the
place is turned into a whore house. After stealing
back some of the house's money, they leave the
poor South and drive toward "home to every
black man," Harlem. There the rabbit and
friends gradually take over the rackets from a
self-serving, self-proclaimed black savior, a
disgustingly gross mafia godfather, and an
equally gross and dishonest member of New
York's finest.
In between all this; Bakshi sticks' imaginative
symbolism. White America is represented by a
long blonde haired, freckled, buxom; red, white
and blue costumed Miss America. Through the
adventures, 'she mocks the rabbit and the little
black rebel who tries to seduce her. When Miss
America finally does let the little rebel win, he
loses as she spreads her legs to reveal that Miss
America has the "clap."
Another broadly drawn character is the obese
black savior who teaches the message of the Kill
Whitey revolution to sucker poor blacks into
giving him their money so it can be counted by his
white accountant and spent on savior's white girl
friend. I
"Coonskin" starts off with an angry obscenity
and is packed with about one every minute. But
that's not. a draw back. Bakshi is drawing
characters from real life-poor, frustrated
persons who have a lot of reasons to be angry.
With obscenity, Bakshi's creations are perfectly in
character.
Appropriately rated R, "Coonskin" has taken
animation \ far away from the cuddly Disney
version.
"Coonskin" is playing at the Kll-Janus and other
area theaters.
Hot Tips in New
by jeff Menick
Bruce Springsteen has been
the object of one of the largest
·p.r. campaigns in recent record
company history since his first
Columbia album was released a
couple of years ago. Whiie both
"Greetings From Asbury Park"
and its follow-up, "The Wild,
The Innocent and the E Street
Shuffle" had some fine moments
and excellent songs, neither
album was well enough pro-
duced to replicate the excite-
ment Springsteen has generated
on stage. Neither sold well upon
initial release and Springsteen
seemed to need some help
breaking out of the mold of cult
figure.
There has always been an
ambivalence in rock criticism
between the intellectual ap-
proach of many writers and
critics and the visceral responses
of the mass audience. The finest
rock performers have been the
ones who have managed to
combine the two elements.' The
Beatles, Stones, Who, Dylan and
a few others have managed .both
critical acclaim and commercial
success. Alice Cooper, Grand
Funk, and the : other purely
visceral groups have gained
critical scorn which makes the
cry all the'way to the bank, while
the Little Feats and Jesse
Winch esters remain cult figures
loved by critics am: ignored by
the record buying,public.
"Born To Run" is Spring-
steens attempt to leap from the
third category into. the first, and
the initial response has been so
favorable that he appears to
have succeeded.
The album is far from perfect.
Production is still the main
problem. The sound is still too
tame and controlled. The vi-
brancy of his performance and
his bands interaction on stage
can be captured on record, but
perhaps only in a concert
recording, not in a studio,
These shortcomings aside,
Springsteen is one hell of a rock
'n roller. He combines the ulti-
mate punk- with the beat intel-
lectual. He successfully' blends
the image of the car (every
youth's dream machine) with the
alienation' and rebelliousness
that has been a· part of rock
since CBS cut Presley off at the
pants. R & B sex riffs, Spring-
steen's screaming guitar, and
one of the most ineresting
rhythm sections working help to
make this a first rate album.
Hopefully, Springsteen will loos-
.en up in the studio and record
the lp he is capable of making.
In the meantime, enjoy "Born
To Run" while waiting for it.
Another performer who got
some national media attention is
a real newcomer with an excel-
lent 1st album, Natalie Cole.
The teenaged daughter of the
late Nat "King" Cole signed
with her Dad's old label, Capi-
tal, and "Inseperable" is her
first release. With a range of
songs that go from the title tune,
a lovely' ballad her dad might
have sung, to the uptempo
rocker "Needing You" she
displays great phrasing and
timing, along with a marvelous
voice.
Another Black-female vocalist
who has a fantastic future is
Minnie Riperton. Her latest
Epic LP "Adventures in Para-
dise" is a great showcase for her
many vocal talents. She has a
phenomenal range, and from the
very tight and funky opening cut
"Baby, This Love I Have" to the
close, the album is a delightful
tour de force for Ms. Riperton.
The use of the finest studio
musicians in the country (mem-
bers of the Crusaders and Tom
Scott and his L.A. Express) is
just-one example, of the good
Tunes
The Advocate has a list of incendiary topics just begging for an
investigativereporter. Here are a few of the ideas we've squee.zedinto
non-libelousform: '
1. What (large) percentage of law students' tuition is siphoned off to
support otherGeorgeWashingtonUniversitydepartments?
2.What doesDean Kramerdo? .. .
3. Where is the May 1975 issue of The GeorgeWashIngton University
LawReview?
4, What potentiallyscandalous oversight in funding a~lo~sa. National
LawCenter professorfree secretarial help, storage and distribution space
for the professor'sownprofitablepUbli~ations? . . ,
5. Despitepublishedstatistics,what ISthe actual admissions pohcyof the
lawschool?
Visit Bacon 11 or call 676-7325 if you're interested in digging, (Inside
informationis alwayswelcorne.) .
HUAC at the Ford
by Harry A. Ga;valas '77
To open its Bicentennial season, Ford's Theatre has chosen to
present a play, Are You Now or Have You Ever Been, which
concerns all Americans. The play tells the story of the intolerable
pressure brought upon men and women by the by the House
Un-American Activities Committee during the years 1947-1958. It
concerns all of ps because it depicts just how un-American we can.
become. It is a serious play conveying a serious message,
Performed as theatre-of-fact, the play is all the more interesting .
The words spoken are the actual words of witnesses before the
committee. Erie Bently, the author, writes in his prologue, "No
resemblance between the witness and the actual person is
coincidental." Mr. Bentley did of course, abridge and condense, in
the interest of spanning eleven years, but added no dialogue of his
own. This element of reality is the solid basis from which the play
derives its emotional impact.
The atmosphere, the setting of the committee room are all too
close to us, after Watergate. In Watergate we questioned the
witnesses. But here we are the witnesses. The play is entirely
successful in portraying the pressures of interrogation and in posing
the question, "What would I do in their place?"
Each witness gives us an example of possible reactions. One can
cope or crack-up, be truly heroic or dismally weak. Each testimony
presents another phase of the problem. Do we reveal everything, and
become an informer, or go to prison? Arthur Miller goes to prison,
others spew forth lists of names. Onernan cries in shame as 'he
inculpates his friends, while another brazenly tells all to save his
skin. .
Are You Now or Have You Ever Been is a gripping experience.
The intensity created is marvelous, soul searching, and highly
recommended.
taste displayed throughout the
album. Never overdone, the al-
bum appears to have been pro-
duced with a great deal of care,
and the songs each sound strong
enough to stand on their owrx
My personal favorite is "When
It Comes Down To It," with
some great sax work by Scott
and, Jim Horn behind Minnie
and the funky piano riffs of Joe
Sample.
Mark Twain Lives
"Marvelous theatre and telling history"
The Waf!Street Joumet
"Fascinating, disturbing and moving"
Tom Shales. The Post.
Ford's Theatre Presents
A chilling study of men and women under
the gun before the House Un-American
Activities Committee
drawn from the actual testimony of
RingLardner,Jr. EliaKazan
Larry Parks JeromeRobbins
SterlingHayden Lillian Hellman
Jose Ferrer Arthur Miller
Abe Burrows PaulRobeson
limited Engagemennhru OcL 26
STUDENTDISCOUNTSwith 10
Matinee $4.00 - can be purchased
in advance
Evening $4,00 - only available 1/2
hour before showtime
, Real names-Real words-On Real emotions "Until you
. proved you were innocent ... you were
_ by E. Sue Shapiro. guilty. " Dan Sufbvan. l A Times
If you had visited the Kennedy Opera House one night recently "The most rem.?rkable theatrical event
~ou could ~ave caught Hal Holbrook's two and a half hour long .r: year. . . ~heNew YO'kT'mes
ImpersonatIon of Mark Twain. It was hard to remember that it was Raw. gutsy theater ...
I . Davrd RIchards. Staron y an Imp~rsonation. Because after three minutes, you forget you
were observing a dramatic performance and somehow took for
granted that the prune-faced, chain-smoking oracle onstage was
Sam Clemens himself. _
It's ~ot ?nly that Holbrook delivered Twain's ideas as if he had
been.thinking and muttering them to himself all his life. Holbrook's
Twain .was a complete product of the right age and background
from hIS down-~t-heels Mississippi footwork to the suspenders yod
sensed und.er hIS ~es.t..He strutted and fretted and delivered his
part-:-a series of ,,:Ittlclsms broken by an old man's laugh-with a
certainty that !watn himself probably never had. Holbrook simply
was Mar~ Twa1O,and for that reason alone his performance was well
worthwhtle. '.
You could forget that Holbrook wasn't Twain, but he never for ot
y?~r presence out there as part of the gaping rabble. In this sh~w
~Itfers fr~~ Darrow, with which it inevitably suggests compar'ison
or ?ne t .1Og,Darrow was a more unified work, because it traced
the life of ItS narrator. Despite a hard story line the D .h d . t '. • arrow scnpt
adie pnva e, mtrospecttve quality which made each member of th
au renee a confidante of the man onstage. e
By contra.st, Holbrook's Twain. was alternatively defensive and
defiant, obviously unsure of what to do with all the' k
there h id od rnonev i ' jac asses out. w 0 pal go money Just to hear himcrab. Lightingcigarafter
CIgar, he surrounded hi.mself in smoke trying Iike a 'd .th . . , , squI 10 a
ree-plece-sUIt, to escape in his own ink. The audience lau hed
r~speciJu~y, but ~ot always sympathetically, because the intelle~tual
VIgor0 I~ e man s language was too often undercut by his abrasive
persona Ity.
h In sho~, Holbrook ~ade a perfectly convincing Mark Twain, but
e wasn t lovable. It s hard to accept that Samuel Lan h
Clemens.-the man who .had Becky Thatcher and Tom ~a~rne
exchangmgchewsofthe same gum and T d H. " yerth '. r. - om an uck walk10g 10onelr own luneral-was that cornered and cantank .
~h~01eo;.~afe. Twain may have had little patience Wi~~o~~r:~~~-
hueII ove people. Holbrook's Twain loved neither Being'
uman, returned the compliment. .
Mall" phone orders accepled. Group Rates.
Box OlIlce 347·6260 Group Sales 638-2368'
rDJnTBB4TBB
511 10th Street. NW..Washington. D. C. 20004
Students are advised that they must pick up saved for an additional two weeks.
their unsold books by Friday, October 10, or Books are stored in Bacon Hall 10lE. The
the books will be disposed of as the SBA sees room is usually ope-n early in the morning
fit. Iffor any reason a student cannot pick up (8:30-9:00 a.m. MTW, 8:30-9:45 ThF). Night
his or her book by that time, the student must students may pick up books on Thursdays
provide written notice to the SBA office .from 5: 15 to 5:50 p.m., and each night after
before the deadline. In that case books will be class.
I----.,..,.--AF-C----W-es-t------c-o-u-Id-g-iv-e-M-i-am-' -i-a-se-n-'o-u-s-r-u-n--sh-o-U-I-d-b-e-to-U-g-'h""-£-or-a-t-I-ea-st'
Oakland-c-Strong all around. for that Wild Card spot. another season.
Stabler is one of the best Kansas City-A few old pros Detroit-Appears to' be the
quarterbacks in the league. He is (Dawson, Lanier and Podolak) best of the also-rans in this
duly blessed with a fine set of amongst a lot of new faces. division. With bona-fide stars
receivers and what is probably NFC East - like Landry, Taylor and Barney,
the finest set of running backs in Washington-The Skins look the Lions will win their share of
football. A cinch to win the divi- tough in what promises to be the this season contests, however,
sion title. toughest and tightest division the Lions fans will just have to
Denver-A very strong team race this year. Billy Kilmer has content themselves with enjoying
with great potential. Charley suddenly discovered that passing their new stadium because the
Johnson appears to be on his the ball can be fun and with the Lions are not going to finish any
Kay to another good season and receivers that he has it should higher than Second.
if Armstrong continues to run as be. A tough defense with some Green Bay-Can a great
he has in the past, the Broncos good-looking new faces. quarterback become a success-
H 11 d"' R 1 / f T Dallas-Don't kid yourself, ful head coach? Bart Starr haso ywoos, ,u eo ". error,' even without Hill, Lily, Garrison an extremely tough schedule toand the others the Cowboys are play. " -
by John Banzhaf tricks the flock into a huge major federal agencies, and still very tough. They still have a
Everybody knows that Holly- heated basn Tilled with salted environmental attorneys require good running game and a great
woo~ tends to copy successful kernels of popping corn. Need- citizens to prepare environment- quarterback in Roger Staubach.
movies. and ~hat a real box- less to add, the final scene is al impact statements any time " Definitely in contention for the
office smash will soon produce a explosive! they wish to drive their' cars. Wild Card spot.
~lood of imitators eager to cash However. my favorite sugges- Class action petitions alleging St. Louis-Although last sea-
In on the trend. < tion for a followup imitator for mental incompetence are filed son wasn't a total flash-in-the-
The Wall Street Journal has JAWS would involve a danger against all adult non-lawyers. 'pan, it was close. 11'11 take
n~w re~o:ted th~t Hollywood that most people already fear; and affirmative action plans are another phenomenal year from
11111 be riding t~c tide created by villains which already exist in required to include the mentally Jim Hart for the Cards to come
J~ WS. unleashl.ng on. an already very large numbers and possess and morally incapacitated. close to making this year's
tnght~ned publu: a virtual flood awesome and mysterious pow- The country is only saved playoffs but if that first string
ot alligators, gnzzly bears. as- ers. It would go something like when an ex-lawyer and former defensive unit stays healthy, the
sorted bugs. and even piranhas this. statesman leaves the seclusion Cardinals are going to be
which get into the water supply LAWS and retirement of his cottage in extremely tough.
and arc swept through the pipes The film is set in the year 1980 San Clemente and obtains a New York-A hungry team.
into sinks, bathtubs. ana toilet at a time when no-fault auto and court order disbarring all attorn- They could just be hungry
bowls. med ical insurance has already eys, thus robbing them of their enough to have a good season.,
A number of Journal readers swept the land. and Chief Justice mysterious powers to do harm. < " NFC Central
havewritten to suggest possible Burger has-succeeded inreduc- :"The picture closes on a scene I .Minnesota - Undoubtedly,
titles and plot summaries for ing the judicial caseload.' Fifty showing our hero (played by the Vikings are the strongest
JAWS imitators. Among these thousand young lawyers, unable Charlton Heston) standing with team in the Black and Blue
were: to find work and maddened by Spiro T. Agnew and L. Patrick division. A' very tough offense
PA WS: A giant kitten attacks Supreme Court decision that Gray under a sign chiseled in with Tarkenton, Gilliam and
a small New England town, indigents are not entitled to a marble reading "EQUAL JUS- Foreman and although the
cuffing inhabitants senseless, government-paid attorney every nCE FOR ALL". defense appears to be aging, it
until a huge scratching, post is time they sign a simple contract
erected on the town square: or apply for a marriage, driver's,
SA WS: Canadian lumber- dog, or fishing license, go
jacks go on a rampage in a small berserk and serve a virtual blitz
Quebec village. seeking to prove of injuntions, T.R.O.'s, garn-
that their bite is as bad as their ishments. summonses, writs, lien
bark. liens, and levies upon innocent
CA WS: Crazed crows strip citizens afraid to remain at
bare great swaths of Iowa home.
cornfields. eventually graduat- Sewer service swells and
ing to supermarket produce causes floods in the larger cities.
bins. They are finally destroyed Washington lawyers make pub-
when a defrocked ornithologist lictheir previous takeover of
Football Predictions
Continued from page 8, col. 2 distractions will hurt jheir play-
to the WFL of Superstars mg.
Csonka, Kiick, and Warfield.
Griese and Warfield should
definitely make this team a con-
tender for the AFC wild card
spot.
New York-Can Joe Willie
work miracles? It's a shame that
he can't play in the defensive
backfield too, because the secon-
dary is not one of the best in the
division. However, if Riggins
continues his strong perform-
ances the Jets could prove to be
real contenders.
New England-Where can the
Pats go without Plunkett? Some-
how deep down you have to
believe that all' of the strike
AFCCentrai
Pittsburgh-A very strong
team with incredible depth. If
Terry Bradshaw stays healthy
and the Steelers can avoid
playing quarterback merry-go-
round games again, they should-
be, a shoo-in for the division title.
Cincinnati- Probably the
most inconsistent team in foot-
ball. The explosiveness of this
team is highlighted by the flashy
play of superstar Issac Curtis. If
the first team stays healthy, the
Bengals could give the Steelers
some serious problems.
Houston-Can the Oilers pick
up where .Sid Gillman left off?
NOW
In the great tradition of "Gidget Goes to the Supreme Court:'
and "The Mouse That Sued" comes:
LAWS
• Class actiOnSdestroy capitalism
• Injunctions stop progress strawmen set up
• Sewer service cause massive .floods
• Corporate souls exposed
Witness a battle to the finish between A State Injunction v. A
Federal Removal Petition
Learn What Happens When: .
Collapsible corporations collapse
Depreciation i~accelerated
Loopholes are closed
, Hearsay is piled on hearsay
50,000 unemployed lawyers berserk and on the ra?"page sueing,
levying, citing, and serving writs, attachments, garOlshments at at.
LAWS
O I 5 ve th
e country I But will he leave the seclusion
n y one man can a
of San Clemente? Also Starring:
'Charlton Heston & Checkers
Rated X • Only consenting adults admitted
• Acquire some carnal knowledge
The ADVOCATE-7
NFCWest
Los Angeles-A shoe-in for
the division crown. The team has
one of the finest backfields and
some of the greatest receivers in
the game today. If Harris comes
around and plays a little. more
consistently, the Rams will be
tough foryears to Come.
San Francisco-Dick Nolan's
got to show an improvement or
he will be looking for a new job
at the end of the year. Although
, you should be able to expect a
credible performance from
Snead; not make any bets as to
Nolan's chances for returning
next year.' '
~tlanta-A team with a good
defense despite the loss of Hum-
phries for the season. If Pat
Sullivan can stay healthy long
enough to generate a little
offense, the Falcons might just
generate a little excitement for
their fans.
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"All the Wayto T.R. Bridge?You gotta be kidding!::
Blauner and Cadwell
Win Canoe Race
FIetchers Boathouse, Sept. , formed of the purpose of the
20: Itwas morning and daylight gathering, the fisherman hitched
on the river-but only because' up his overalls, tossed his lunch-
the soulless sun has pushed pail into the leaky rowboat and
'enough heat through the low heaved himself in afterwards
clouds to drive away the fog. The sputtering, " .•. too damn many
dampness, the cold, and the boats on the river already."
quiet remained. In the distance, At the stroke of 9:05 the
across the slowly flowing brown Second Annual N.L.C. Great
drifted ten canoes in loose for- Potomac Canoe Race eased off
mation, backpaddling occasion- to a .leisurely start-20 nervous
ally against the dying current :participants cautiously pad.
from Little Falls. . ling, fearful of the grueling eight
A fisherman accustomed to mile course. The grouping
solitude at this hour questioned spread wide in its slow-motion
the young man on the pier. In- drive downstream.
Brusr1iak's Bri.efs
by John Brusniak ...
Having learned precious little
from my disastrous Spring base-
ball forecasts, I will once again
set pen to paper and tout fate by
attempting to foretell the final
- 1975 Football standings. If the
season is played, here in the pre-
dicted order of finish are my
picks: .
.AFCEast
BuffaIo- A very strong team
with an outstanding returning
defensive front·· four and an
outstanding. running attack
headed up by the "Juice" him-
self. If the new linebacks hold
their own and Ferguson' shows
some consistency in finding his
ends, the Bills should be a cinch
, to win the division crown.
Miami-Still tough despite
the losses to injuries. of Bouni-
. conti, Anderson; Hines, Fernan-
. dez and Scott and the defection
Pleaseturn to p. 7, col. 1
'Volleyball Vagabonds
Have you noticed the signs advertising week-end volleyball and
wondered whether the invitation to play included you? The answer to
your question is yes. All law students, spouses. and friends are
welcome to playvolleyball in the Women's Gym (817-23rd Street) on
Sundays from 10:00 a.m. to noon on Saturdays from 2:00 p.m, to
4:00 p.m. We often have.more enthusiasrr than skill.so even if you·
• haven't playedfor several years feel free to come and work off some of
your excess enerpv. The group is organized only to the extend
necessary to avoid chaosjthat is, we exchange phone numbers and
try to keep injuries to a minimum. We show up to playas often as
our schedules permit and use the first floor chalk board in Stockton
to notify everyone of any major problems with a particular day-we
can't use the gym during registration periods forexample.
Wl' play for fun and exercise. The Sunday group grew out of last
)':a.r': S.B.A. volleyball tournament. A number of first year evening
division students got a team together to enter the tournament and
then when the competition was over decided to keep the fun going.
Wc all found that a little exercise goes a long way in the struggle to
remain balanced individuals while here at the NLC.
. Please note-if the front door of the gym is locked when you
arrive, check the side door. Also, it's discouraging to arrive at 10:00
Of ):00 and find that you are only one of three people and then have
others straggle in over the next hour. If possible, it's best to show up
ill the beginning of the time scheduled. We play whether six or
sixteen show so do join us. .
Questions about Saturday volleyball can be answered by Edie
. Holleman-244-3595. For information about the Sunday game,
please call Pat Gauvey at 683-2455 after 9:00 p.m. or week-ends.
'Upcoming Major Sports Events
Date October
. 2 PRO HOCKEY(EXHIBITION):WashingtonCapitals v. St. LouisBlues, 7:30 p.rn., Capital
Centre . .
4 PRO BASKETBALLDOUBLEHEADER:NewYork Knicks v, Kentucky Colonels and
WashingtonBulletsv. NewYork Nets, 7:0q Capital Centre . . .
7 PRO HOCKEY:WashingtonCapitals v. Pittsburgh Penguins; 7:30 p.m., Capital Centre
12 PRO FOOTBALL: Baltimore Colts v. Buffalo Bills, 1:00 p.m., MemorialStadium
13 PRO FOOTBALL:Washingto·nRedskinsv. St. LouisCardinals, 9:00 p.m, R.F.K. Stadium
22 PROHOCKYE:WashingtonCapitals v. KansasCity Scouts, 7 :30 p.rn. Cpaital Centre
23 PROBASKETBALL:WashingtonBulletsv. KansasCity Kings.B :05 p.m., Capital Centre
2
November
PRO FOOTBALL:WashingtonRedskins v.Dallas Cowboys, 4:00 p.m., R.F.K. Stadium;
Baltimore Colts v, ClevelandBrowns, 1 :00 p.m., Memorial Stadium
PRO BASKETBALL:WashingtonBulletsv:Cleveland Cavaliers,8:05 p.m., Capital Centre
PROHOCKEY:WashingtonCapitals v. Los AngelesKings,'7:30 p.m, Capital Centre
PRO BASKETBALL:WashingtonBulletsv. Seattle Supersonics, 8:05 p.m., Capital Centre
PRO BASKETBALL:WashingtonBulletsv , MilwaukeeBucks, 8 :05 p.m., Capital Centre
PRO HOCKEY:WashingtonCapitals v . St. Louis.Blues,7 :30 p.m., Capital Centre
4
5
6
8
9
To those few on the muddy behind them, driving, without ship tennis. Rather a quiet con-
banks and to motorists on near- the drama of a shorter race, to a elusion to a long paddle-not a
by roads, it was difficult to know f finish that found them separated, test really; not of endurance or
that there was a race at all-ten only by yards. Here was none of skill or strength, though some of
boats in a line 200 yards long, . the tension of death- dealing . all for sure, but more a common
stroking steadily and with auto racing, nor the media mastering of the eight mile
strength but also with reserve.· created intensity of champion- course.
There were-no rabbits on the
river to set an impossible pace.
Out of the wooded upper
reaches of the river, past the
moored houseboats on the
northern bank, under the great
concrete arches of Key Bridge,
along the tangled mud banks of
Theodore Roosevelt Island, past
the sterile whiteness of the Ken-
nedyCenter and t6the T.R.
Bridge moved this flotilla. Sun
finally broke through clouds as
they rounded the pier for the.
return trip. It brought sweat to
heads and arms.
The three' boats that led the
pack slowly increased the space April Lucas: Ready to shove off.
Last year's winners were this
year's as well. Second year
students Chas Cadwell and
Peggy Blauner stroked to the
finish of the newly lengthened
course in an hour and thirty-six
minutes.
Not far behind first year
student Ed Varrone and bow-
person Andrea Gilroy ably pad-
dIed into second place. Second
year students April Lucas (drip-
ping wet) and Andy Holcomb
(soon also soaked) crossed the
finish in search ofthe third. prize
bottle of sangria.. .
TRY ONCE MORE'-
Sure, you can pass the bar without us. I
You know all thelaw .
You know how to analyse.
i You knowhow to write... You,know all the areas the bar examiners are interested in.You're.upon the latest developments in every.law area .
.~..' You know how to read bar exam questions.
§Y ou;know the bar examiners' pet topics.
You know the priorities of the bar examiners.
And, you know that you know all these things .
You'll sail right through.
On the other hand; make it easy for yourself. See us.
MARYLAND BA.RREVIEW COURSE, INC.
BOX 70
NEW WINDSOR, MD. 21776
For further information see our representative.
Or call COLLECT: (301) 875-2472~
Or write: Maryland BarReview Course, Inc.
. ,SUMMER COURSE NOW OFFERED AT
,GEORGETOWN LAW CENTER IN WASHINGTON, D.C.
